
Chapters 1-9 

Questions directly from Tutorial letter 101(All jumbled up) 
All answers in Tutorial letter 102  

 
1. List four forms of Feminism. 

 
2. What do we call the method of enquiry in philosophy that is concerned 

with ‘questioning and open-mindedness’? 
 

3. What do we call the method of enquiry in philosophy that is concerned 
with signs and symbols, and how we interpret and understand them? 

 
4. What do we call the method of enquiry in philosophy that wants to 

change or ‘beat the system’? 
 

5. What does African philosophy have its roots in? 
 

6. What is the method of enquiry in philosophy that is concerned with the 
question ‘What is the meaning of life’? 

 
7. What method of enquiry in philosophy asks us to reflect on ourselves 

and the world we live in? 
 

8. What method of enquiry in philosophy has dominated Western society 
in the last two centuries? 

 
9. What method of enquiry in philosophy is concerned with finding the 

exact meaning of words? 
 

10. According to Systems Theory, how should we approach a problem? 
 

11. What can African philosophy do? 
 

12. What does patriarchal fundamentalism claim? 
 

13. What is Postmodernism a response to? 
 

14. What is the aim of logic in philosophy? 
 

15. What would be the consequences for us if we ignored Critical 
Rationalism as a method of enquiry in philosophy? 

 
16. Where does Phenomenology fail? 

 
17. Name any four proponents of Black Women’s Studies in Africa. 

 
18. What does Phenomenology regard as our biggest challenge? 

 
19. What method of enquiry in philosophy emphasises that experience 

gives us our most reliable form of knowledge? 
 

20. What would be the consequences for us if we ignored postmodernism 
as a method of enquiry in philosophy? 



 
21. Where does African philosophy fail? 

 
22. Who is one of the most famous Systems Theorists? 

 
23. What does ‘First Wave Feminism’ argue for? 

 
24. What does African philosophy challenge? 

 
25. What method of enquiry in philosophy is modern science based on? 

 
26. What would be the consequences for us if we ignored Critical Theory 

as a method of enquiry in philosophy? 
 

27. What would be the consequences for us if we ignored Phenomenology 
as a method of enquiry in philosophy? 

 
28. What can Empiricism help us to do? 

 
29. What would be the consequences for us if we ignored African 

philosophy as a method of enquiry in philosophy? 
 

30. With what methods of enquiry in philosophy does ‘First Wave 
Feminism’ have links with and why? 

 
31. What are the failings of Empiricism? 

 
32. What does ‘Second Wave Feminism’ claim? 

 
33. What would be the consequences for us if we ignored empiricism as a 

method of enquiry? 
 

34. With what methods of enquiry in philosophy does ‘Second Wave 
Feminism’ have links with and why? 

 
35. Name four people who promote ‘Second Wave Feminism’. 

 
36. What philosophy did linguistic analysis, logical symbolism and 

empiricism, together form? 
 

37. What can ‘Second Wave Feminism’ do? 
 

38. What is logical empiricism also known as? 
 

39. Where does ‘Second Wave Feminism’ fail? 
 

40. What two claims does Feminism make in general? 
 

41. How would you define Modernism? 
 

42. Name four people who promote(d) Existentialism. 
 

43. Name four persons who promote(d) Hermeneutics. 
 

44. Name four persons who promote(d) Phenomenology. 
 



45. On what three issues do all forms of Feminism focus? 
 

46. What is the most famous version of Critical Theory? 
 

47. When does written philosophy in Africa emerge? 
 

48. Who is the most famous representative of Critical Rationalism? 
 

49. Who were the most popular exponents of Linguistic analysis? 
 

50. 20. What would be the consequences for us if we ignored Feminism as 
a method of enquiry in philosophy? 

 
51. Name four people who promote(d) Critical Theory. 

 
52. Name four people who promoted Critical Rationalism. 

 
53. What distinguishes Western thought from African thought? 

 
54. What is African Feminism also referred to as? 

 
55. What method of enquiry in philosophy claims that human beings and 

the world interact with each other the whole time? 
 

56. What, according to Modernism, will rule the ideal world? 
 

57. Which method of enquiry in philosophy claims that there is no purpose 
in life? 

 
58. Which philosophy claims that if we fail to solve a problem no matter 

how much we try,we are dealing with a meaningless set of words? 
 

59. Why is Hermeneutics ignored today? 
 

60. Describe two main ideas in the teaching of Karl Popper. 
 

61. How does Black Women’s Studies in Africa interpret Feminism? 
 

62. On what areas of human endeavour does Hermeneutics focus? 
   

63. On whose thinking was linguistic analysis based? 
 

64. What does Postmodernism tell us? 
 

65. What method of enquiry in philosophy claims that we have to connect 
with the real world? 

 
66. What philosophy claims that power structures do not only drive our 

economic and social life, but actually influence the way we think? 
 

67. What problem does Black Existentialism focus on? 
 

68. Where can we trace the earliest forms of written African philosophy to? 
 

69. Describe five characteristics that identify Critical Rationalists. 
 



70. Describe four identifying characteristics that mark the work of Critical 
Theorists. 

 
71. Describe three main ideas in the teaching of Existentialists. 

 
72. Identify four aspects of the human condition that Postmodernism 

examines. 
 

73. List four main ideas that are propagated by Hermeneutics. 
 

74. What did Russell and Ayer focus on, in their work? 
 

75. What is the main criticism that African Feminism levels at Western and 
European feminists? 

 
76. What method of enquiry in philosophy claims that if I am to be real, 

then I need to have deep emotional connections with at least one other 
human being? 

 
77. Who was one of the earliest and best-known North African 

philosophers? 
 

78. Give two examples of traditional African social and political 
communalism. 

 
79. Name four people who are associated with Postmodernism. 

 
80. Name the three categories which Phenomenology can be put into. 

 
81. What can Hermeneutics help us to do? 

 
82. What does Critical Rationalism help us to do? 

 
83. What does Critical Theory help us to do? 

 
84. What does Existentialism help us to do? 

 
85. What is meant by the politics of gender? 

 
86. Who moved away from supporting linguistic analysis because of his 

experiences in World War ? 
 

87. How do African Feminists generally view their role in relation to men? 
 

88. What according to Phenomenology is the most dangerous thing? 
 

89. What can Critical Rationalism not help us with? 
 

90. What can Hermeneutics not help us to do? 
 

91. What can linguistic analysis help us to do? 
 

92. What does Existentialism not help us to do? 
 

93. What methods of enquiry are employed by African philosophy? 
 



94. What philosophies are related to Postmodernism and why? 
 

95. Where does Critical Theory fail? 
 

96. In trying to establish the truth what does: 
�  Critical Rationalism focus on? 
�  Empiricism focus on? 

 
97. Name the central ethical idea in traditional African philosophy and 

indicate what it means. 
 

98. On what theory do proponents of the women’s movement in Africa rely 
and what does this theory explore? 

 
99. What can’t linguistic analysis help us with? 

 
100. What do we call the method of enquiry in philosophy that is concerned 

with the nature of systems? 
 

101. What does falsity include? Provide examples. 
 

102. What does Postmodernism help us to do? 
 

103. What would be the consequences for us if we ignored Existentialism as 
a method of enquiry in philosophy? 

 
104. With what, according to Hermeneutics, is our happiness linked? 

 
105. From which ancient philosophy did Critical Rationalism originate? 

 
106. How does Systems Theory see things? 

 
107. Name four proponents of African philosophy. 

 
108. What did the philosophical movement that focused on linguistic 

analysis also focus on? 
 

109. What does Phenomenology help us to do? 
 

110. What is the ‘triple layer of oppression’ identified by African Feminism? 
 

111. What would be the consequences for us if we ignored Hermeneutics as 
a method of enquiry in philosophy? 

 
112. Where does Postmodernism fail? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


